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netter interactive atlas of human anatomy 30iso is used for the bioportal bond network. this site provides access to the data and tools needed for computing and analyzing the
ontologies used to support the health-related data of the nih national library of medicine. the data content is updated periodically. netter interactive atlas of human anatomy

30iso includes the national center for biomedical ontology (ncbo) help system, which provides access to information and materials on biomedical ontologies. the ncbo is a project
of the national library of medicine and the university of california, san diego. this interactive atlas of human anatomy was produced by netter and is similar to the classic

dartmouth atlas. the atlas has been redone to be completely compatible with the current versions of ie, firefox and opera. the atlas is a part of the netter interactive atlas of
human anatomy by matthias l. netter, it allows you to explore the structure of the human body in the typical manner of an interactive atlas, with mouse navigation and touch
interaction. the netter interactive atlas of human anatomy 30iso is an interactive atlas of the human body. it consists of 15 human body sections, which are presented as dek
files and can be opened in any dekviewer version. the dekviewer is a tool that allows you to view the dek files in a three-dimensional environment. netter atlases have been
published in the united states and europe and have been translated into many languages in europe, asia, africa, and south america. the text is also available in many other

languages.
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